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What is Digital Humanities?



What are the humanities?

The humanities can be described as the study of 
how people process and document the human experience. 

Since humans have been able, we have used philosophy, 
literature, religion, art, music, history and language to 
understand and record our world.

These modes of expression have become some of the 
subjects that traditionally fall under the humanities umbrella. 

Knowledge of these records of human experience gives us 
the opportunity to feel a sense of connection to those who 
have come before us, as well as to our contemporaries.

http://shc.stanford.edu/what-are-the-humanities



Goals of the Humanities

• To think about the past in the present
in order to take action in the future…

• To examine the past critically, thinking about what you wish 
to emulate, what you wish to avoid and what you wish to do 
that may be new…

• Establishing shared spaces beyond/ complementing our 
tribal/ ethnic/ religious identities…

-- Gregory Crane



What is Digital Humanities?

Digital humanities (DH) is an area of scholarly activity at the intersection of 
computing and the disciplines of the humanities. 

The nature of this activity ranges broadly, from the practical, such as digitizing 
historical texts, to the philosophical, such as reflection on the nature of 
representation itself. 

This spectrum of activities is reflected in definitions of the field that range from it 
being a collection of methods to being a distinct epistemology and a kind of 
science. 

Within this variation, a distinctive feature of digital humanities is its cultivation of a 
two-way relationship between the humanities and the digital: the field both 
employs technology in the pursuit of humanities research and subjects technology 
to humanistic questioning and interrogation, often simultaneously.



What is Digital Humanities?

“Interdisciplinary, collaborative, design-aware, iteration-positive, 
oriented toward accessibility (in many senses). 

Applies digital technologies alongside more conventional ones to 
cultural and social questions & has the potential to enable new 

questions through the use of those technologies.”

-- Margarita Nafpaktitis

http://whatisdigitalhumanities.com/

“Work that engages with the development of digital tools or uses 
these same tools within the traditional scope of Humanities.”

-- Henriette Roued-Cunliffe



What is Digital Humanities?

You might be a digital humanist if:

• You use emerging technologies to rethink what "the humanities" is all about.

• You collaborate with people across disciplines and backgrounds to explore innovations in 
academia

• You are willing to experiment with new pedagogies and research approaches made possible 
by new technologies

• You are not afraid to work closely and collaboratively with your friendly neighborhood 
technologist

• You are willing to take a do it yourself approach to creating the tools and technologies you 
need for your teaching and/research

• You use technology in a way that disregards traditional boundaries between disciplines and 
hierarchies

-- Patrick Murray-John



Collaborations between CS and…

• Disciplines
• Classics
• History
• Linguistics
• Literatures, Cultures & Languages
• Music
• Philosophy
• Religious Studies
• Theater & Performance Studies

• Associated
• Journalism 
• Political Science
• Legal Studies



Digital Humanities Collaborations

• Interdisciplinary research is very challenging

• It is crucial to have an open communication 
• … about the used concepts and terminology 

• … and the process of tackling the overall research question

• Divide and conquer: Smaller self-contained tasks are easier to solve

• The research question has to be:
• clear (allows only one interpretation)

• focused (concentrates on specific aspects)

• concise (based on rigorous conceptualization)

• complex (includes multiple layers)

• arguable (addresses a research gap)



Digital Humanities Collaborations
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Unify Close and Distant Reading

Koch et al., VarifocalReader— In-Depth Visual Analysis of Large Text Documents



“Prosthetic Reading” vs. “Slow Analysis”

Mehta et al., MetaTation: Augmenting Free-Form Annotations to Bridge Close and Distant Reading of Poetry



Supporting Serendipitous and Guided Discovery

Thudt et al., The Bohemian Bookshelf: Supporting Serendipitous Book Discoveries through Information Visualization



Supporting Serendipitous and Guided Discovery

Alexander et al., Serendip: Topic Model-Driven Visual Exploration of Text Corpora



Linking Outside Resources into the Analysis 

Cho et al., VAiRoma: A Visual Analytics System for Making Sense of Places, Times, and Events in Roman History



Aesthetic Experiences 

McCurdy et al., Poemage: Visualizing the Sonic Topology of a Poem



Annotation of Resources

Faisal Cheema et al., AnnotateVis: Combining 

Traditional Close Reading with Visual Text Analysis
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NLP for DH

• Word counting

• POS tagging

• Stop word removal

• Keyword extraction

• Named entity recognition

• Lexical distribution

• Clustering documents in a corpus

• Comparing documents / document with corpus

• Word sense disambiguation

• Parsing

• Topic modelling

• Edit distance (variation)

• Pronunciation / sonic patterns

• Extracting sentiment and other features

• …
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Exploratory Analysis of Alice in Wonderland



Tools – Lexical Data

• AntConc

• Wordandphrase.info

• Word Wanderer

• Text Arc

• Arc Diagram

• Word Tree

• Phrase Net

Word counts, 

concordances

Word relationships, 

Structure







Word Counts

• How many times does each (stemmed?) word 
appear?



Word Counts

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2015/09/17/last-
nights-primetime-debate-was-longer-than-the-book-of-genesis/



Concordance

• Lines taken from a corpus (one book, multiple 
books) showing a target word in context

• Target word is always in the middle allowing 
skimming of contexts

1 Is Oxfam interested in disarmament?

2 But she was not interested in education for its own sake.

3 Parents are obviously interested in the various skills and ...

4 .. to change as more women become interested in outdoor pursuits.

5 In other words, he was not interested, as Singer was, in proving ...

6 .. last month said a range of other interested parties had emerged, including ..
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KWIC – Keyword in Context

• A form of permuted index 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Key_Word_in_Context



AntConc





Keyword Plots

Queen

Alice

Cat



Keyword Plots

• Using keyword plots, at what points in the last 
Republican/Democratic debates did <applause> 
occur?

Example courtesy Lynn Cherny: 
http://ghostweather.slides.com/lynncherny/text-data-analysis-
without-programming#/4/3



Look Familiar?

As published in the Washington Post



N-Grams

• An “n-gram” is a sequence of words, POS, or letters 
of length n

• Each sequence is counted

• Used in document analysis, but also spelling and 
grammar checking, translation, and more 

http://recognize-speech.com/images/Antonio/Unigram.png



AntConc n-grams

• View top n-grams 

• Search n-grams







Collocates

• “Collocations of a given word are statements of 
the habitual or customary places of that word.” 

• Presence of one is highly indicative of the other 
(high mutual information)

• Semantics of collocates have a lesser degree of 
compositionality:
• “strong tea” vs *”forceful tea”
• “broad daylight” vs *”narrow darkness”

• In the extreme, can be used to detect idioms:
• “heard it through the grapevine”
• “kick the bucket”

Manning & Schütze, 1999 chapter 5



Collocates

• Generally:
• Weakly or non-compositional meaning

• White wine vs white hair

• “kick the bucket”

• Non substitutive
• “White wine” vs. ?? “yellow wine”

• “kick the bucket” vs. “kick the pail”

• Non-modifiable
• “a frog in your throat” vs ?? “an ugly frog in your throat”



Words



Stop Word Removal









Corpus n-grams vs Collocates



Finding Keywords



Dunning Log Likelihood (G2)

Dunning, Ted. 1993. Computational Linguistics, Volume 19, number 1, pp. 61-74.

Rayson, P. and Garside, R. ACL 2000. 

Analysis 
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Translates approximately to significance, e.g. 6.63 = p < 0.01



The Collected Works of 

William Shakespeare

Word Counts

begotten

hast

love

thou



Macbeth

Word Counts

begotten

hast

love

thou



Macbeth

Log Likelihood

wrath

blood

lady

witch



Keywords



Negative Keywords



wordandphrase.info

By Mark Davies



wordandphrase.info

Word frequency highlighting

Less frequent in reference corpus

Alice in Wonderland has a 
pretty high percentage of 
rare words for a children’s 
book.



Investigate Words in Context

• External context: From Corpus of Contemporary 
American English



Word Wanderer

By Marian Dörk and Dawn Knight; http://wordwanderer.org/







W. Bradford Paley, 2002 , http://www.textarc.org/













Word Tree

https://www.jasondavies.com/wordtree based on

M. Wattenberg and F. B. Viegas. The Word Tree, an Interactive Visual 

Concordance. IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics,

14(6):1221-1228, 2008.



Word Tree

http://fernandaviegas.com/wordtree.html



Word Tree: Alice



Phrase Net

Frank van Ham, Martin Wattenberg, and Fernanda B. Viegas. 2009. Mapping Text with Phrase Nets.

IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics 15, 6 (November 2009), 1169-1176.



Phrase Net



Tools – Semantic data

• Entity Resolution
• TextRazor

• Semantic Structure
• DocuBurst



Named Entity Recognition

• Detect people, places, companies, etc. from text

• Heuristic (rule-based) and other approaches

• Entity resolution means to link the entity with a 
unique (shareable) ID, e.g. DBPedia, PermID



TextRazor



DocuBurst

Collins, C.; Carpendale, S.; Penn, G. DocuBurst: Visualizing Document Content using Language Structure. 

Proceedings of Eurographics/IEEE VGTC Symposium on Visualization, June, 2009. 



Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004
Wattenberg et al., 2008



DocuBurst

absolute,noun,10

chair,noun,2

moment,noun,11

game,noun,30

reality,noun,3

take,verb,13

represent,verb,17

...

games�game

taken�take

game IS activity

chair IS furnitureWordNet



82



<Demo>

Try it!  http://vialab.science.uoit.ca/docuburst





Tools - Document Collections

• Clustering documents 
• Lexos



Lexos

http://lexos.wheatoncollege.edu/upload





K-Means Clustering

• Turn documents into vectors

• Cluster n items based on their similarity in k
groups





Comprehensive Tools

• Voyant
• Developed by Digital Humanities Researchers

• Provides many of the functions of previous tools online

• Active development and user community



https://voyant-tools.org/





Embedded Tools



More Resources

http://dhresourcesforprojectbuilding.pbworks.com



Tapor.ca



http://textvis.lnu.se



Next Time

• More visualization techniques: 
• Visualizing topic modelling, document variations, sonic 
patterns, readability, and more

• Case Studies in Visual Text Analytics for DH


